HIKING RESOURCES
Welcome to CorpsTHAT's Hiking Resources

ASLIZED VIDEO CONTENT

Click on the icons to watch the videos

GEAR CHECKLIST

A handy checklist to make sure you don’t
forget anything important. This is a
comprehensive list, and it is not expected to
bring along every item. Part of the joy of
camping is needing very little gear to exist
outdoors, but it’s also nice to have a
comfortable, convenient, and homey
campsite. Click on the checklist to visit the
site.

GEAR REVIEWS
These links provide different types of outdoor gear reviews based on in-depth side-byside comparisons and written by outdoor professionals. Click on the photos below.

HOW TO FIND HIKING TRAILS
These links provide different resources and tools on how to search for trails in your
area. Click on the photos below. When choosing a trail, consider time, distance,
terrain, scenery, difficulty factor, and your fitness level.

HOW TO SEARCH FOR ACCESSIBLE TRAILS
These links provide different resources and tools that assist with searching for trails
that are accessible for folks who want to venture out in the wilderness.

WEATHER CONSIDERATIONS
National weather services: https://www.weather.gov/
National Park Service: Search weather and campground conditions
U..S. Forest Service: https://www.fs.usda.gov/visit/know-before-you-go
Mountain Weather Forecasts: www.mountain-forecast.com
Dark Sky: https://darksky.net/forecast/40.7127,-74.0059/us12/en
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LEAVE NO TRACE

Click the images below to visit the Leave No Trace website to learn more about the
Car Camping principles or watch the seven principles in ASL on our website.

#RECREATERESPONSIBLY
GUIDELINES
During this public health crisis, spending time in
outdoor spaces has become more critical than ever.
Yet these unusual circumstances mean that all of us,
from seasoned outdoor enthusiasts to families
heading out to their local park for the first time,
could use a little guidance about how to stay safe.
The Recreate Responsibly guidelines offer a starting
point for getting outside to keep yourself healthy
and to maintain access to our parks, trails, and
beaches. Click the image to learn more about
#recreateresponsibly guidelines in ASL

A GUIDE TO INDIGENOUS LAND
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
“It is important to understand the longstanding history that has brought you to reside on
the land, and to seek to understand your place within that history. Land
acknowledgements do not exist in a past tense, or historical context: colonialism is a
current ongoing process, and we need to build our mindfulness of our present
participation.” --Northwestern University
Click on the images below to educate yourself more about land acknowledgement.
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